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Business

Hispanic enterprise. Miami, FL : Editorial Televisa. CUNY Law Stacks K8 .I6


Capitol Punishment / Death Penalty


Civil Rights


Community


Criminal Justice


Diaz, Tom No boundaries: transnational Latino gangs and American law enforcement Ann Arbor, MI University of Michigan Press 2009


**Culture**


Celebrate the world! [electronic resource]: Hispanic Heritage Month / Peace Corps. [Washington, D.C.]: Paul D. Coverdell Worldwise Schools, [2009?]

**Demographics**
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**Discrimination (Generally)**


**Economic Conditions**

The Intersection of International Human Rights and Domestic Environmental Regulation/ by Rebecca Bratspies, 38 Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law 649 (2010).


**Education**


The Socioeconomics of Justice: The Perspective from the Law School Classroom/ by Andrea McArdle, 19 International Review of Constitutionalism 193 (2009)


The Hispanic outlook in higher education. Fairfield, N.J. : Casto Maldonado,. CUNY Law Stacks K8 .I9


**Elderly Persons**


**Emigration**


**Employment**

La Voz De La Abogada Latina: Challenges and Rewards in Serving the Public Interest/ by Jenny Rivera, Jill L. Cruz and Melinda S. Molina, Hispanic National Bar Association, 2010


Employment discrimination


Gender Violence and Work: Reckoning with the Boundaries of Sex Discrimination Law/ by Julie Goldscheid, 18 Colum. J. Gender & Law 61 (2008)


Ethnicity and Ethnic Identity


Racial and ethnic differences in the health of older Americans / Linda G. Martin and Beth J. Soldo, editors ; Committee on Population, Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and
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General

Voz nueva (Denver, Colo.) La voz nueva [electronic resource]. Denver, CO : Wanda M. Padilla, 2002-2010

Celebrate the world! [electronic resource] : Hispanic Heritage Month / Peace Corps.
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**Gender**

Gender Violence and Work: Reckoning with the Boundaries of Sex Discrimination Law/ by Julie Goldscheid, 18 Colum. J. Gender & Law 61 (2008)


**Government Policy**


**Health**

NIH MedlinePlus salud [electronic resource]. Greensboro, NC : Vitality Communications


Compra de medicinas recetadas a través del Internet [electronic resource] : una guía para el consumidor. [Rockville, Md.?] : U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services, Food and Drug Administration, [2009?]


**History**


Jiménez Codinach, Estela Guadalupe. The Hispanic world, 1492-1898 : a guide to
photoreproduced manuscripts from Spain in the collections of the United States, Guam, and
Puerto Rico = El mundo hispánico, 1492-1898 : guía de copias fotográficas de manuscritos
españoles existentes en los Estados Unidos de América, Guam y Puerto Rico / Guadalupe
Jiménez Codinach. Washington : Library of Congress : For sale by the U.S. G.P.O., Supt. of

Latinos in the United States : a historical bibliography / Albert Camarillo, editor. Santa Barbara,
Calif. : ABC-Clio, c1986. CUNY Law Stacks Z1361.S7 L37

Rhea, Joseph Tilden. Race pride and the American identity / Joseph Tilden Rhea. Cambridge,

Racial transformations : Latinos and Asians remaking the United States / edited by Nicholas De

Housing discrimination

Fragile rights within cities : government, housing, and fairness / edited by John Goering. Lanham :

Immigrants and Immigration

United States. Congress. House. Committee on the Judiciary. Subcommittee on Immigration,
Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security, and International Law. Public safety and civil rights
implications of state and local enforcement of federal immigration laws [electronic resource] :
joint hearing before the Subcommittee on Immigration, Citizenship, Refugees, Border Security,
and International Law and the Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Civil
Liberties of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives, One Hundred Eleventh

Twenty-first-century gateways : immigrant incorporation in suburban America / Audrey Singer,

Iceland, John, 1970- Where we live now : immigration and race in the United States / John
I34 2009


**Latin America**

Inter-American Development Bank. Economic and social progress in Latin America [electronic resource]. Washington, D.C. Inter-American Development Bank. CUNY Law Online For Law School users or on site eResource


**Legal Analysis**


Hispanic law journal / the University of Texas School of Law. Austin, Tex. : Hispanic Law Journal, c1994-1997 CUNY Law Stacks K8 .I7


Texas Hispanic journal of law & policy / the University of Texas School of Law. Austin, Tex. : University of Texas School of Law, c2000- CUNY Law Stacks K24 .E45

**Legal Status, Laws, etc.**


**Mass Media**


**Mexican Americans**


**Multiculturalism**


New York


Politics
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Political Rights


Poverty


Prisons, Prisoners and Incarceration

**Public Health**


**Puerto Ricans**


**Race, Racism and Race Relations**


Racial Profiling


**Religion**


**Social Conditions**


**Social Justice**


**Statistics**


Women and Women's Issues


Youth and Juveniles

Traditional Advocacy for Nontraditional Youth: Rethinking Best Interest for the Queer Child/ by Sarah Valentine, 2008 Mich. St. L. Rev. 1053
